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Large-Scale, Data-Intensive Workflows

 Astronomy, Geophysics, Genomics, …

 Workflow = graph of tasks and 
dependencies, usually directed acyclic 
graph (DAG)
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Bag-of-task workflow in ISMOP

 ISMOP: a computerized levee monitoring and flood
decision support system

 Flood risk assessment application:

– a workflow which consists of multiple tasks

– comparison of current sensor reads to the 
precomputed scenarios

– to identify the most likely future scenario

– potentially leading to levee breach.

 Requirements

– Deadline

– large target area
(50+ km) of levees
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Infrastructure – from clusters to 
clouds

 Traditional HPC clusters in computing centers
– Job scheduling

systems

– Local storage

 Grids to Clouds
– Infrastructure as a service

– Globally distributed

– Virtual machines (VMs)

– On-demand

– Cost in $$ per time unit
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Workflow execution model in 
clouds 

 Workflow engine manages the tasks 
and dependencies

 Queue is used to dispatch ready 
tasks to the workers

 Worker nodes are deployed in 
Virtual Machines in cloud

 Cloud storage such as Amazon S3 is 
used for data exchange

 Examples
– Pegasus, Kepler, Triana, Pgrade, 

Askalon, …
– HyperFlow (AGH Krakow)
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Programming language ecosystem

Execution of workflow activitiesWorkflow orchestration

HyperFlow
Engine Activity f1

Activity f2

Activity f3

Workflow development

Text editor 
(favorite IDE, or 

generating script)

Executable Wf 
Description (JSON)

Executable workflow 
description (JSON)

f1

f2

f3

community

Wf graph

Wf activities

VM

App 
executables

HF Executor

Proxy 
cert.

hflowc run 

workflow.json

Lightweight workflow programming and execution 
environment

function getPathWayByGene(ins, outs, config, cb) {    
var geneId = ins.geneId.data[0],        

url = ...

http({"timeout": 10000, "url": url },     
function(error, response, body) {        

...
cb(null, outs);    

});
}

Simple wf description (JSON)
Advanced programming of wf activities (JavaScript) Running a workflow – simple command 

line client

hflowc run <workflow_dir>

Local commands

Web 
Service

HyperFlow

<workflow_dir> contains:
• File workflow.json (wf graph)
• File workflow.cfg (wf config)
• Optionally: file functions.js

(advanced workflow activities)
• Input files



New challenges – serverless
infrastructures

 Serverless – no traditional VMs (servers)
 Composing of applications 

from existing cloud services
– Typical example: web browser or mobile device 

interacting directly with the cloud

 Examples of services:
– Databases: Firebase, DynamoDB
– Messaging: Google Pub/Sub
– Notification: Amazon SNS

 Cloud Functions:
– Run a custom code on the cloud infrastructure
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Cloud Functions

 Examples: 
– AWS Lambda
– Google Cloud Functions (alpha)

 Functional programming approach:
– Single function (operation)
– Not a long-running service or 

process
– Transient, stateless

 Infrastructure (execution 
environment) responsible for:
– Startup
– Parallel execution
– Load balancing
– Autoscaling

 Triggered by
– Direct HTTP request
– Change in cloud database
– File upload
– New item in the queue
– Scheduled at specific time

 Developed in specific framework
– Node.js, Java, Python
– Custom code, libraries and binaries 

can be uploaded

 Fine-grained pricing
– Per 100ms * GB (Lambda)
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Storage
Storage

Cloud Functions
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Cloud Functions
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Queue 
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Cloud Functions

Bridge 
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Storage
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Can we use cloud functions for 
running scientific workflows?

 Multiple possible interaction options
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Cloud 
Functions

HyperFlow
Engine

Storage

GCF 
Executor

Worker

GCF 
Command

Storage 
Client

Proof of concept: HyperFlow + 
Google Cloud Functions

 HyperFlow Engine extended with a new 
GCFCommand function to dispatch tasks 
to Cloud Functions

 GCF Executor: generic cloud function to 
execute workflow tasks

 Storage Client to stage in/out files from 
Google Cloud Storage

 Fault tolerance: almost automatic 
thanks to HTTP request/retry in Node.js 
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Experiments with Montage 
workflow
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 Astronomical application
 Montage 0.25, small size: 43 tasks
 Binaries statically linked and deployed 

with cloud function
 Input data uploaded to Google Cloud 
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Parallelism and autoscaling

 Montage 0.4: 107 
tasks

 Reconstructed task to 
“machine” assignment

 Small overheads and 
delays between tasks

 Limits of parallelism 
observed 
(confidential)
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Variability of execution times

 Variability, uncertainty – common problems 
with cloud and other distributed 
environments with shared resources

 We measured the runtimes
across multiple experiments

 No significant outliers

 Consistent performance
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Any problems with cloud 
functions?

 Resource limits
– In the case of AWS Lambda

• temporary disk space: 512 MB,
• number of processes and threads: 1024, 
• maximum execution duration per request: 300 seconds.
• limit of 100 concurrent executions per region (can be increased on request)

– Google Cloud Functions
• Default timeout: 60 seconds
• No information announced yet

 Portability of binaries
– In IaaS cloud VMs user can choose the operating system
– In cloud functions: predefined OS image: need to compile portable binaries

→ Not all workflows, or at least not all tasks can be run as cloud functions
 Fine-grained, high throughput computations are best candidates (as was 

always the case in distributed computing)
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Do we need scheduling and 
provisioning at all?

 The users have no control over execution environment (autoscaling 
is really automatic), but:
– In AWS Lambda, the CPU share is proportional to memory allocated –

the user can tune this

 Possible options in the future: cooperation between users and the 
execution environment
– Priorities: faster execution, better elasticity (at higher cost)
– Resource provisioning hints: expected run time (timeout), expected 

parallelism

 Hybrid solutions: how to combine traditional VMs with cloud 
functions
– E.g. use cloud functions for parallel parts of the workflow and create 

on-demand  VMs for long-running tasks
– Find optimal price/performance

→ Interesting topics for future work 
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Conclusions

 Serverless and other highly-elastic 
infrastructures are interesting options for 
running high-throughput scientific workflows

 Their provisioning model may change the 
game of resource management

 New problems are open
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